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Introduction: Wine and nature
“The idea wasn’t to write a guide to
natural wines, but to try and capture
a piece of wine history in the making,
while it’s happening—by hunting
down some of the key players in the
scene, and drinking a lot of wine
together.”
What is natural wine?
“Some view it as something political,
a protest against everything from
large Bordeaux chateaus to the wine
industry, corporate farming, media,
fill-in-the-blank president or local
political bigwig. Some think it’s about
giving the middle finger to the older
generation. For others it’s about
aesthetics. About the fact that what
is in the glass just tastes and smells a
little bit better.”
Paris – the epicenter of the wine world
“It’s to Paris the bottles are delivered
first – in the greatest quantity and
at the best price. This is where the
winemakers regularly go. This is
where you can drink wine on what
feels like a stage, together with a
wide mix of people who choose
natural wine for different reasons:
from a passion so intense it erases
everything else in life to the desire to
just make Tuesday night dinner a bit
more fun.”
The wine – and the people who grow
the grapes
“Because the vintners who make
natural wine are usually small-scale
farmers living on a small patch of land
all-year-round, the scene is full of
these kinds of stories. As in any other
industry where people regularly get
hammered together, stories travels
fast. Many of the more colourful types
become quickly mythologized.”

Natural wine – wine made without any additives – has turned
a traditional drinking culture upside down! Can you really make
wine without adding sulphur dioxide? How does a wine best
reflect the place it comes from? What actually is ‘natural’ wine?
And why is there such a fuss about it?

A

group of wine makers and enthusiasts have created a sub-culture, a punk
scene for wine which is now exploding all over the world and attracting a
new generation to wine.

In ‘Natural wine’, wine importer Emil Broomé and journalist Emil Arvidson
travel through France to meet the people behind the big wine trend of recent
years. They visit vineyards and meet the people who grow the grapes, they
meet restaurant owners, hitchhikers, bloggers, artists, bar flies, waiters, wine
merchants, pensioners and young people who have something in common:
their life has been radically changed by wine. They drink with well-dressed
agitators who have taken natural
wine into the finest restaurants,
with eighty-year-old ladies who
have made wine without additives
since the 1950s, and with Japanese
men who make a pilgrimage to the
steep slopes of Cornas of southern
France on account of a fantastic
bottle.
The book describes the develop
ment of the scene. From its birth
among some vine makers in
Beaujolais who loved wine and
who reduced the use of additives
in an attempt to avoid getting
headaches ‘the day after’, to today’s
Paris where the natural wine
movement is expanding across all
boundaries.
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About the authors

Emil Broomé started already when he was only 19 years old ploughing
through wine books and going to wine-tastings. After working as a sommelier
at several Malmö restaurants, in 2010 he started Vin & Natur together with
Ulf Ringius. Now they work with approximately 65 vineyard owners, mainly
from France but also from Italy and Spain. The vineyards they work with have
the aim of producing a lively wine without additives, or using as few additives
as possible.
Emil Arvidson is a journalist and lives in Stockholm. The last fifteen years
he has written about culture, politics and music for Swedish daily papers and
magazines. At present he is writing a book about American food culture and
another book about a Swedish rap star.
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